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1. Introduction. We consider in this paper the problem of extending the

Riemann mapping theorem to equations of the form

(1.1) a«, + ßuy = vy,        yux + buy = — Vx

where the coefficients a, ß, y, 5 are real functions of (x, y) satisfying 0<a,

0 <«5 — iß +y)2/4. The final result obtained is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem I. Let D* and T* be simple, closed, plane Jordan curves with

interiors D and T. Let 2(1), z(2), z(3) be distinct points on D*; and let Zm, Z(2),

Z(3) be distinct points on T* in the same order on T* as the points z(1), z(2),

z(3) on D*. Let a, ß, y, ô be real bounded functions of class C on D such that

(1.2) 0 < a,        0 < m < aô - iß + y)2/\ ion D),

where u is a constant independent of ix, y). Then there exists a 1:1 and continu-

ous mapping AT = m(x, y), Y = vix, y) of DC = D+D* into TC=T+T*, which

carries D, D*, z<», z<2>, z<3> into T, T*, 2», Z<2), Z<3), which is of class C on

D, and is such that

(1.3) 0 < uxVy — UyVx ion D),

(1.4) aUz + ßuy = Vy,       yux + hUy = — vx (ow D).

Our methods are based on the work of Morrey [10 ], and of the authors

in [6; 7]. The latter in turn is based on work of Douglas [3]. For con-

venience we refer to [ó] as GD. We do not consider the uniqueness question.

To treat (1.1) we consider equations of the following two forms:

(1.5) aux + ßuy = Vy,        — ßux + aUy = — vx,

where 0 <a, and

(1.6) aUX   +   ßUy    =    Vy, ßUX   +   SUy    =     ~    V „

where 0 <a, ao—ß2 = l. In connection with (1.5) and (1.6) it is found con-

venient to introduce for study equations of the form

m m

(1.7) X)   PjkUx=    Vjy, X   PíkUy   =     -   Vjx.
*-l *-I

Part I below is concerned with equations of this latter type. In Part II we
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use the results of Part I and a result of Morrey [10] to obtain an extension

of the Riemann theorem for the equations (1.5). The result obtained is a

generalization of the result obtained in GD for equations pux = vy, puy= —vx,

0<p. In Part III we consider the equations (1.6) and (1.1). Equations of the

type (1.6) for the case of analytic coefficients and for the case of bounded

measurable coefficients are treated by Morrey [lO]. Theorem I is established

in Part III on the basis of results given for (1.5) and (1.6). For references to

related work, see [l; 2; GD].

2. A lemma. We use complex variable notation. We write

z = x + iy = reie,       ? = £ + ir\ = pe**,       Z = X + iY,

where x, y, r, 6, • ■ • , Y are real and O^r, p. We write also

u(z) = u(x, y),       Ux(z) = ux(x, y),       etc.

We fix a as a positive number, and denote by S the interior of the circle S*

of radius a about the origin as center. In general we use * for boundary and c

for closure. We introduce for convenience

Definition 1. A function W(z) (real or complex) will be said to be of class

£ on an open set D if (i) it is continuous on D, and if (ii) there corresponds

toW a second function w(z) such that, if R is any open rectangle (sides paral-

lel to axes) lying with boundary R* in D, then wE/¿(R) and fR*W(z)dz

= iffiiw(z)dxdy, where the integral on R* is taken in the positive sense. If

WE £(!>), then we define

WM = lim 4r f        Wis)dt,
h^O+lk2  J Rh'(z)

where R%(z) is the square with vertices at z, z+h, z+h+ih, z+ih, wherever

this limit exists.

In accordance with this definition, if WE £(D), then W* exists p.p. in D,

and we have

(2.1) f   W(z)dz = i f f W*(z)dxdy
J R* J  J R

for every open rectangle R such that RCÇ~.D.

We observe that, if W= U+iV, where U and V are real, is of class C on

an open set D, then WE &(D) with W* given everywhere in D by

(2.2) W*    =    W,+    iWy   =    UX-Vy+   i(Uy   +   V X) ■

In case U and V are A.C.T. (absolutely continuous in the Tonelli sense,

Morrey [10, p. 128]; Tonelli [ll ]) on D, then WE&(D) and W* is given by

(2.2) p.p. in D. Real functions Wior which (ii) holds are considered by Evans

[4; 5].
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The following lemma is basic for our analysis. The lemma is an extension

of one given by the authors in GD.

Lemma 1. Let W= U+iVE&(S); and suppose that corresponding to each

t, 0<t<a, there are positive constants A =A(t) and r=r(t) such that, if \z\ fit

and 0<h, then

(2.3) ff \W+\dS£Ahi+*,
•7  «7 a{K,z) -S

where a(h, z) is the interior of the circle of radius h about z as center. Put

i   r i   r      f 4z
$(»(2) . _ uit)dst + — -- Vifidst

1-kIJ |f|=f IrttJ |f|=¡   Ç — z

for \z\ <t<a. Then lim,,,, 4>(i,(z) =i>(z) exists for z on S. The function $ is

analytic on S, and we have

(2.4) W(z) = Hz) + ff [Ki(z, f)I^(f) + Ki(z, S)W*iS)\dSs,

where W* is the conjugate of W*, and

Ki(z, « = 1/[2tt(z - 0],        K2(z, f) = z/[2x(<z2 - sf)].

Proof. The proof follows the reasoning of [GD, pp. 188-189]. For a fixed

/, 0<¿<a, put

#«>(z) = W(z) - G^(z)

»m     1 CC [w*«}     zW*^l^ ,1.1*«

where St = o(t, 0). The condition (2.3) implies that there are positive con-

stants A and r such that

1 dSt úAh* (0 < h, |z| ^ t).
//. (h,z)-Stc    | Z — f

It follows that G{t), and accordingly H(t), is continuous on S°t. Let R be any

open rectangle such that RcESt. Making use of (2.1) we obtain

f   H^dz =  f   Wdz
J r' J r'

i  r r     V r     dz       _      r     zdz 1
- - W*U)- + W*i!)        ---\dSs

2irJ J in<(L •/«•  z — f J r* tl — zfj

= f   Wdz -iff W*dS = 0.
J R* J J R
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Thus i2"(1> is analytic in \z\ <t. We have also 3[G(,)]=0 on \z\ =t. Hence

^«)_d>«) =Bo on \z\ <t, where Bo is a real constant. Reasoning as in [GD,

p. 189] we find that B0 = 0. Hence W=W)+G<t) in |z| <t. Comparing G<»

with the integral on the right in (2.4) we find that our conclusions hold.

Part I

3. Sets <P. We assume in this part that m isa positive integer and, except

in Theorem 9, that p,k(x, y) (J, k = l, 2, • • • , m) are functions having the

following properties.

(3.1) pjk is real and continuous on S", and has bounded, continuous first

partial derivatives on S.

(3.2) pjk=pkj on S°.

Í3.3) The form pjkx'xk is positive definite for each (x, y) on 5".

In (3.1) and (3.2), j and k are free indices with values from 1 to m. In Í3.3)

they are dummy indices indicating summation from 1 to m. These conven-

tions will be used throughout for j, k. We use the following:

Definition 2. If u' is real and of class C on S, and if corresponding to

{u'} " there is a second sequence {v¡} ™ of real functions which are of class C

on 5 and which with {u>:} ™ satisfy

h k

(3.4) PjkUX   =   Vjy, PjkUy=—VjX

on S, we shall say that the sequence {u'}T is of class "P (/>,-*) and write [u'\

E'PiPjk), or {»>} £<P. If u'EC0iS') and \u') 6<P, we write [u') E*?"-
The case »i = l is the ¿»-harmonic case considered in GD. Our results in

this part are concerned largely with generalizations of the properties of p-

harmonic functions to sets CP.

We observe that under the conditions imposed on the pjk, the transforma-

tion pjkxk = Xj has an inverse *' = q'kxk for each ix, y) on S", the coefficients q'k

likewise satisfying (3.1), (3.2), (3.3). We note also that there are positive

constants Ai, A2, such that

m fit

¿iZ ix'!2 Ú PikX'-x» g A2J^ ix'')2
J=l J=l

for ix, y) on Sc and all x' ix' real).

4. Integral formula and first boundary-value problem. In this article we

derive the condition (4.2) for sets CP, and consider the first boundary-value

problem for such sets. If / is real and continuous on S*, then H¡ denotes the

function determined by the following conditions:

(4.1) HfEC°iS°). H, is harmonic in S. Hf=f on S*.

Theorem 1 (Integral formula). // {u'JE'P", then
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(4.2) #,*(«)«*(«) = hjiz) +—ff [*y*t(r)ft(*, f) 4- #/*rf,(«, f)]«*(f)dSr

(2 G 5*),

* k I     C r  r k   t
(4.3) />,*«* = Ay« - ^ffclM 4- — I  I   [pikigix + pjk„gnx\ [u ]tdS{

¿■K J   J S

(zES),

where hj = HPjkVk, \pjk=HPjk, and g is Green's function for S.

Proof. Let {»y}? correspond to {u'}f in the sense of Definition 2. Then

W = — Vj+ipjkukEC'iS), and we have, from (3.4), W* = ipjk*uk, which is

bounded on 5. Making use of the continuity of u> on Sc, and applying Lemma

1, we get

(4.4) - Vj + ipikuk = $, + i j j  [Kipjk* - K2pm]ukdS{

for zES, where $y is analytic and 3 [<£,]= Ay on 5. From (4.4) we get (4.2)

for zES, since gi = 2ir%[Ki-Ki}, g,= -2ttZ[Ki+Ki\. Using ££=g„ = 0 for

zES*, CES, we get (4.2) for zES*. From (4.2) we obtain

(4.5) | [pjku   - hj]\\ | g A | zi - zi | log 3a/ \ zx - z21     (zi, z2 G S"),

where A is independent of Z\, Zi. [In inequalities such as (4.5) when one or

both members fail to be defined for exceptional values of the variables, we

agree that the inequality holds for the values of the variables prescribed for

which both members are defined.] We infer that u> satisfies a uniform Holder

condition on each closed subset of S. This, and the relation

iPikiz) = ¥,»(*) + iff [Pm(f)Ki(*, f) - PikM)Ktiz, t)]dSt      (z E S),

whereby* is analytic and s[^S'jk]=\pjk on S, lead to (4.3).

Theorem 2 (Sufficiency of (4.2)). If u' is real, continuous and bounded

on S, and if

(4.6) pikuk = hj + — I  I   [pmgi + pjkvgv]ukdSt
¿irJJs

for zES, where hj is harmonic in S and continuous on S", then {u^E'P"

when u' is defined on S* as u1' = q'khk.

Proof. We can define v¡ by (4.4) with 4?y analytic in S, i?[í>y(0)] =0, say,

and 3[<ï>y]=Ay on S. Using (4.6) we find that u> satisfies a uniform Holder
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condition on each closed subset of 5. It follows readily that u1, VjEC'(S).

For z in 5 we have

— vjx + ipjkUx = $jx — VjkxU  + i I  I   [Kixpjk* — Ktxp~jk*][u ]zdSt.

These relations and the corresponding ones for the y-derivatives give (3.4)

in S. The conclusion of our theorem then follows on making use of the

boundedness of the u> on S, and the relationship of the q'k to the pjk.

Theorem 3 (First boundary-value problem). Given p real and con-

tinuous on S*. There exists one and only one set of functions {u>\™, satisfying

(4.7) {«''j E <P",       U* = p onS*.

These functions are given by

(4.8) u\z) = h\z) + f f NÍ(z, M'ifiiSt

for zES, where h' = qikhk, hj — HVjkUk and the N[ are (i) independent of the p, are

(ii) real and continuous for z, CES, s?*?, and (iii) satisfy

(4.9) \NÍiz, f)| £A/[z-t\ (z,tES).

We use a special case of the following lemma for the proof of the unique-

ness part.

Lemma 2. Let w'EC'(S), and let {u3} £<P. Write

H*>[w>] =  f f      pjkvw'-VwkdS (0 < t ^ a).

Then

ds(4.10) /'V - «'] + JW[J] = /'V'] + 2 f      Pikiu  - wj)ul

(0 < I < a).

Proof of Lemma 2. Denoting by {^y}™ the set corresponding to {«'}?.

we have

(4.11) pjkUr = —Va,        pjkue/r m — tj, (0 < | z| < a).
r

These relations give

T(Or     J fl (<)  r   U
J    [w  — u\   + J    [m J

= J    [w'\ — 2 I  I — [(wl — ul)vjt — iwl — ul)vjr]dS
•»  J \z\<t     t
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forO</<a. Now, if w EC on \z\ ¿t and v EC" on \z\ ¿t,then

I  I — [wrve — wevr]dS = — I        wvtds,
J J \z\<t    r t J |»|_t

as may be seen by two integrations by parts. Further, by approximating to

v with functions of class C", this equality is seen to hold also for v, wEC

on \z\ St. We obtain then

j(o[wi — ui] + /(»[«/] = /o[ui>]-j        iw> — u')v,eds,
t  J \z\-t

which with (4.11) gives (4.10).

Proof of uniqueness part of Theorem 3. To prove the uniqueness part of

Theorem 3 it suffices to show that, if m' = 0 on S* and [u'\ £fc, thenwJ' = 0

on S. Now under these hypotheses, «'satisfies (4.5) on Sc (with Ay = 0), whence

[(4.2) and (4.3)]

max  | u'iz) | = Oir log 3a/V) (/ —> a),
l»t-i

max | Vu' | = 0(log 3a/r) it —* a),

where r — a — t. Applying Lemma 2 for the case w' = 0, we then get

7«) [«'] = 0(r log2 3a/r) = o(l) (i -» ff).

This gives JC(i)[m'] =0, and accordingly u1 = u2= ■ • ■ =um = Q on S.

Existence and representation. We consider the system of integral equations

(4.12) ui*) = A'(z) + X ff LÍ(z, fíuifídSg (z £ S),

where the h' are arbitrary known functions, real, bounded and continuous on

S, and

1    >'*'
(4.13) Luiz, f) = — q   (z) [pkk^)giiz, f) + i»*.,(f)ft(«, t)]      (A' dummy).

2ir

Put zn=f„ = 3aw (w = 0, +1, • • • , +m). Denote by R' the open disc \z — z'\

<a, and put R=RX+ • ■ • +Rm. The system (4.12) then is equivalent to

the system (c/. [8, pp. 359-360])

(4.14) u(z) = hiz) + *ff L(z, t)uQf)dRt (z £ R)

under the relations

A(z) = A'(z - z),        «(z) = u\z - z) (z £ R1),

Liz, f) = Úiz - z , f - f») (z £ R , f £ **).
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Now the function Liz, f) is real and continuous for z, f£i?, z — Ç?±zn

(w = 0, +1, • • • , +(m — 1)) and satisfies

m-l

(4.16) [Liz, D| ¿A £  1/1«-f-8-| («,f£Ä).
-m+l

We know in addition [Theorem 2 and uniqueness] that the system

M(2) = // L(-Z' tMt)dR{ (z G Ä)

possesses no solution, other than the trivial one, which is real, bounded, and

continuous on R. Put Lo=L and

L„(z, r) = ff L„-i(z, f)U(f, MR?       (m = 1, 2, • • • ).

Wefind that Za is continuous for z, ÇER,z — f 7^z"(m = 0, +1, • ■ • ,+(w —1)),

that

m-l

I ¿i(z, r) I s <á Z log 3WI z - r - z-1,
-m+l

and that the iterated kernels L2, L3, ■ ■ • are bounded and continuous for

z, f £7?. In accordance with the account of the Fredholm theory given by

Kellogg [9, pp. 287-291, 294, 299-308], it then follows that the system (4.12)
for X = 1 has a unique solution which is real, bounded, and continuous on R.

This solution can be written

(4.17) «(a) = hiz) + ff Niz, ()kit)dRt (z £ R),

where the resolvent N depends only upon L, is real and continuous for

z, f£i?, z-C5¿zn (n = 0, +1, • • • , +(m — l)), and satisfies (4.16). Put

NÍiz, f) = 7Y(z + z, t + {•») (z, f £ S).

Then NÍ depends only upon the L{ and satisfies (ii) and (iii). Further, under

(4.14), (4.17) is equivalent to

(4.18) u\z) = A'(z) + ff NÍiz, f)A*(f)ASf (z £ S).

We accordingly have shown that subject (only) to the condition that h' is

real, bounded and continuous on S, the system (4.12) for X = l has a unique

solution w1, u2, ■ ■ ■ , um, with u' real, bounded, and continuous on S, this

solution being given by (4.18). Taking the special case h' = q'khk, hj = HPjky,

our theorem follows.
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5. Maximum value principle and convergence. As an immediate corollary

of Theorem 3 we have

Theorem 4 (Maximum value principle). There is a constant A idepend-

ing only upon the pjk) such that, if [u'\ E'P", then

max  max | «'(z) | ¿ A max  max | w'(z) |.

For the ^-harmonic case (m = l) a proof of Theorem 4 is given in [GD,

p. 197] which is independent of integral equation theory. The authors have

been unable to extend this method to the general case.

The following theorem is important for its application.

Theorem 5 (Convergence). Let the functions u>, ui, pn,k (« = 1,2, • • • )

satisfy the following conditions :

(5.1) For each n, the pnjk satisfy (3.1), (3.2), and Í3.3).

(5.2) pnjk—*pjk uniformly on Sc.

(5.3) pnjkx—^pjkx, pnjky-^-pjky boundedly on S.

(5.4) {uttEV'iPnik), {u'lE'P'iPjk).
(5.5) us„—ru' boundedly on S*.

Then

(5.6) usn-^u' boundedly on S;

(5.7) uix-^ui, uiy-^ul boundedly on every closed subset of S.

The symbol —> refers to the limiting process k—>°°.

Proof. We first observe that, if w'\ T' are real, bounded, and continuous

on S, and if

w\z) = T\z) + ff LÍiz, Ç)wktt)dSt izES),

where the L{ are defined by (4.13), then

(5.8) | w'iz) | S T'iz) +A ff       m     dSt (z E S),
J J s   | z - f|

where A is independent of z, w1, T' and J'(f) = maxy | T'iÇ) \. This result is a

consequence of the representation (4.18) of the solution of (4.12) for X = 1.

Now define $njk, q^, !/& with reference to pn¡k in the same manner as the

corresponding functions have been defined with reference to pjk. Put Ay

= HPjkuk, h' = q'khk, and define hnj, hJn similarly. We have for n fixed

(5.9) uliz) = A^(z) + ff lUz, t)Unit)dSt (z £ S),

(5.10) pnjkUx = hnix — ypnjkxU  + j j L'nkx[unit) — Uniz)]dS{       (z £5).
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Put

e„ = bound sup   I  I   | L'nk(z, f) - L\(z, f) | dS(

where the bound sup is taken for j, A = l, 2, • • • , m and z£5. As a conse-

quence of the conditions imposed on the p¡k and pn¡k it is found that e„—>0.

This is the key to the theorem. To show that the u'n are uniformly bounded

on S, we write

un(z) = h'n(z) +ff [lL(z, r) - LÍiz, f)]«Ü(f)¿Sr

(5.11)

+ ff LÍiz, t)uniï)dSt (z £ S),

and put 5„ = bound sup2es,y | u¡n(z) \. The sum of the first two terms in (5.11)

is then numerically less than A +ô„en where A does not depend on nor z,zES.

Using (5.8) we then get

í» á A + 5„€„ + A(A + 5nen) = A + A5nen,

where A does not depend on n. This gives dn = 0(l). Accordingly, the u]n are

uniformly bounded on S. To obtain u{-^u', we write

un-u  =TÍ+ f f Û [un(0 - uhi!) ]dS{ iz ES),

where r¿ = A¿-A>'+//s[Lk-L{K(r)¿Sf (*€•$). We see that r¿-»0 bound-
edly on S. Putting Tn(z) =max3- | Tjn(z)\ and using (5.8) again we get

's   |z-f|

where A is independent of z, j, n. From Tn—+0 boundedly on S, we then ob-

tain ui—tu1' on S. It remains to show that (5.7) holds. With the aid of (5.9)

and the boundedness of the u\ we find that for any fixed /, 0<i<a,

| m»(zi) - u'nizi) | = A | zi - zi I log 3a/ | zi - z21 ( | zi |, [ zt\ S t),

where A does not depend on j, n, Z\, z2. This and 5n = 0(l) give

u'„-u\STn + A ff       r"(r)    dSt (zES),
J J s      z — f

(5.12)
//.

[Pnjkigix + Pnjkngvx\ [un]zdS{

ff.[Pmit* + Piklgl*][u  ]*dS{
s

boundedly on \z\ ¿t. We then obtain (5.7) from (5.10) and (5.12).
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6. Dirichlet and Douglas integrals. We derive next the minimal property

of sets fP with reference to the (generalized) Dirichlet integral, and the in-

equalities relating the Dirichlet integral for sets Î3 and the (generalized)

Douglas integral.

Definition 3. If w'EC'(S), then

J[w'] = l[w';pjk] = j  I   pjkVw'-VwkdS

D[wi]=±-f    f    ±

is the (generalized) Dirichlet integral for {w!}™  If w'EC°(S*), then

w'(zi) — w'(zi)  2
-—   dszidsz2

zi — z2

is the (generalized) Douglas integral for {w'jf.

Theorem 6 (Minimum of /). Suppose that {w'}£iPc, that w' is real,

w'EC°(Sc), w'EC'(S) and that u' and w' coincide on S*. Then the Dirichlet

integral for [u'\™ does not exceed the Dirichlet integral for [ W'}™.

Proof. We show that the conditions prescribed for u' and w' imply

(6.1) J[w> - u'] + /[**] g J[w'].

From (6.1) the conclusion of our theorem follows.

Case I. Suppose first that p¡k and u'EC"(S*). Under these conditions,

Ay = HVikuk and \pjk have bounded first partial derivatives on 5. We find then

that pjkuk satisfies (4.5) on 5. There results that u> satisfies (4.5) on S. It

then follows that p¡ku\ and accordingly uja is bounded on S. Making use of

Lemma 2 we get

j[w' — u'] + J[u'] = J[w']

for this case.

Case II. Suppose next that w'EC'(Sc). We approximate to pjk and w'

by sequences [pnjk\î,  {w],]™ satisfying the following conditions:

for ¿y*: (5.1), (5.2), (5.3); pnjk EC" (S<);
y\J. Z.J J Î 3 3 J 3 3 3 c

for w : wn E C"(SC); w„, wnx, wny tend to w , wx, wy boundedly onS .

Denoting by ul the functions determined by

{««} EVXpnjk), un = w'n on 5*.

we have by Case I

l[wn — un; pnjk] + l[un; p„jk] = J[wn; pnjk].

Now
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pnjkVwn-Vwn^> pjkVw -Vw

boundedly on S, while

pnjkV(wn —  Un)-V(wn —  Un), pnjkVun-Vun

are non-negative and tend to

pjkV(w' — u')-V(wk — uk),        pjkVu'-Vuk

on S. Thus, using Fatou's lemma and Case I, we get

l[w   - u ; pjk] + l[u ; pjk] S lim inf l[wn — un; pnjk] + lira inf j[un; p„jk]

á lim inf J[wn; pnjk] = J[w'; pjk\,

which is (6.1) for this case.

Case III. Consider now the general case. If /[«/'] = + oo there is nothing

to prove. Suppose then that J[w']< + °o. Select [tn)" so that 0<ti<t2

< • • • ,/„->l. Put wi(z)=w'(tnz). Then wlEC'(Sc). Denoting by u'n the

functions determined by

{m„{ £ fP , w„ = wn on S*,

we have as a consequence of Case II,

J[wn — «„] + /[«„] = J[w„].

Now, again, the limit inferior of the left-hand member of this inequality is

not less than J[w' — u']+J[u']. On the other hand, J[wi] can be written

J[w'n]= ff pjk(z/tn)Vw'(z)-Vwk(z)dS.

We have for \z\ <tna

0 = pjk(z/tn)Vw'(z)-Vwk(z)

m A

SÍ'<á»]C | VW'(z) |2 á — pjh(z)Vw'(z)-Vwk(z),
i A\

which E-JQ, on 5. For each z on 5 we have also

Pik(z/tn)Vw'(z)-Vwk(z) —»• pjk(z)Vw'(z) • Vw*(z).

From Lebesgue's theorem it then follows that /[w£]—>/[w']. We conclude

that (6.1) holds for the general case.

Theorem 7 (Douglas integral). If {u'JE'P0, then the Douglas and

Dirichlet integrals for [u'\™ satisfy

AiD[u'] S J[u'] S A2D[u'].

Proof. Put h' = Hui. Then
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AiD[u>] = Ai I  I    Z I vA'l2^ = ^! I  I    £ I Vm'I2^ ̂ J[u'},
J J S i=l J J S j'-l

/[«'"] á  f f pikVh'-VhkdS SA2ff ¿| VA'I2^ = A2D[u'\.
J J s J J s   i

7. Other conditions on the pjk. We conclude this part with two theorems

in which other conditions are introduced for the pjk.

Theorem 8 (Solutions of class C"). If pjkx, p¡ky satisfy a uniform Holder

condition on each closed subset of S, and if {u'\ £fP, then u'EC"(S).

Proof. Let [v}}m correspond to [u'\™. We can suppose that fly, qikEC'(Sc).

The function W = — q'kvk+iu'EC (S), and we have W* = — q^vk. Applying

Lemma 1, we obtain

(7.1) u  = h' + — j  I   [$ g, - q\ g%\vkdSx (z £ S),
¿irJJs

where h'=Hvj. Now, if qEC"(Sc), vEC(Se), two integrations by parts give

J J    [qeg, - q<,gl]vdSt = J J  g[q,vt - q(vv]dSr.

By approximation, this relation is likewise seen to hold if qEC'(Sc) and

vEC'(S'). Applying this result to (7.1) we then get

u   = h' + — I   I   g[ql vH - q¡ vkl]dS{ (z £ S).
2irJJs

We find then that ux, uv satisfy uniform Holder conditions on each closed

subset of S. From our Holder conditions on p¡kx, pjky we then get that

WyVkx — qxvky] satisfies this condition. Accordingly, u'EC"(S).

Theorem 9 (Weaker conditions for C solutions). Suppose that pjk,

u', Vj satisfy the following conditions.

(7.2) pjk, u', Vj are real and A.C.T. on S.

(7.3) det | pjk\ 7* 0 onS.

(7.4) Corresponding to every t, 0<t<a, there are positive constants A =A(t)

and r=r(t) such that

II | Vpjk | dS = Ahl+* (0 < h, | z\ á f).

k k

(7.5)                                   pjkUx = VjV,        pjkUy = — vjx (p.p. 0« 5) .

Then u'\ VjEC'(S) and satisfy (7.5) everywhere on S.
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Proof. We can suppose without loss of generality that u'\ v¡, pjkEC°(Sc),

that det \pjk\ 5^0 on Sc, and that there is a t, 0<t, such that

(7.6) f f | Vpih | dS S Ahl+* (0 < A, z £ S°)

where A is independent of A and z. Under these conditions on the pjk, the

transformation p¡kxk = Xj has an inverse x' = q'kxk for (x, y)ESc, with g'*

£C°(5e), q'k A.C.T. on S, and q'k satisfying (7.6). Consider the functions

Wj = p¡kuk + iv,;        W' = — q'kvk + iu'.

These functions are A.C.T. on S. For almost all points on S, we have

Jfc j ik
Wj* = pjk* u ,        W* = — g* vk.

Thus Wj*, W* satisfy the condition imposed on W* in Lemma 1. Putting

h' = HUj, hj = HVj and applying Lemma 1, we get

(7.7)

Vj = hj + — I  j   [pik,g( - piHg,]ukdSr (z £ S),
¿■K J   J s

«  - A - — I  I   [?i g{ - ?{ gv\vkdSt (z £ 5).
Z7T./   J s

Now, if Zo is a point in 5, then u'^u'(zo), Vj = 0 satisfy the conditions we

have imposed on u'\ v¡. Hence

0 = J J   [pik& - pjkigi\uk(zo)dSt (z £ S).

Making use of this relation and (7.7) we obtain

(7.8) [vj]'z„ = [Ay]*0 +— \ \   [pik^gi - pikigXÁ.u \<^St    (z. zo ES).
¿irJJs

Similarly,

(7.9) [«']/„ = [h']z0 - —J J   [çf& - q{ gXtbA'odSt       (z, z0 £ S).

Define B(z)=maxj,k max   [| Vpjk\,  \Vq'k\ ] at the points z in S where

pjkx, pjky, q1!, <Iy are defined. Then B satisfies (7.6) and we have

k]Iol = l Mid
. .i        "f       gg)

s   I z — f I I f — zo I      *
,i iff m i r Y I*?+ A\z — Zo\ I   I    -¡-n-¡- max  | [u Jz„ | dSr,

J J s       Z — f       f — Zn *
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''1' I
J»«ira su*'];

(7-n) ,i i C C m \'i f\*t+ A I z — zo I I  I    -¡-p.-¡- max  | [»*]«„ | dS{
J J 8     \Z — f I J f — Zo | t

for z, Zo£5, where A is independent of j, z, zo.

Let í be fixed, 0<t<a. To prove the theorem it is enough to show that

u'\ VjEC on St. We can suppose that 0<t<1 and that 1/r is not an integer.

We put »o= [1/t] — 1. We have

(7.12) ff-^—r-dSrSAhT (0<h,zES),

where A is independent of A, z; and

BJS)

z-f llf - Zo|1-Br Iz-zol

C C                 B(S)                                       A
(7.13) -,-n-=-¡-dSt < -,-¡->A   (z,zoES),

where .4 is independent of z, Zo, the former for w=0, 1, • • • , «o, and the

latter for n=n0 + l. Since it'^C0^), we obtain from (7.10),

I [ff£| S | [Ay];|+^|z-z„r (z,zo£5),

where ^4 does not depend on j, z, Zo- This gives

\[vj]l,\SA\z-Zo\T (|*| </, z£5).

Similarly,

| [«']*„ | ^ -4 | z - zo T i\z0\ < t,zES).

Applying these results, we then get from (7.10), (7.11), (7.13),

| [vj]l0\ SA\z-zo\2\ I [ui]'z0\SA\z-zo\iT        (|z„|<*,z£S)

if «o>0, and

(7.14)       \[vj]z,\èA\z-zo\,     \[u']'z0\SA\z-Zo\       ( | zo | £ t, z £ S),

if wo = 0. After »04-2 steps of this kind we get (7.14) in all cases.

Now consider (7.8) with z0 fixed in |z| <t. If we make use of (7.12) and

(7.14), then by the usual device of breaking S into o-(A, z0) and S — o-Qt, zô),

we find that fly*(zo) exists and is given by

vjx(zo) = hjX(zo) + — j  I   [pjkigtxizo, ?) - piKgixizo, f)][« ],tdS¡.
2irJJs

Again, making use of (7.12) and (7.14), we find that vjx is continuous in |z|

<t. Similar reasoning holds for vjy, ujx, u{ and the proof is complete.
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Part II

8. Functions (a, /3)-regular. We consider in this part equations of the form

(1.5). Except in Theorem II, we shall suppose that a, ß satisfy the following

conditions:

(8.1) a, ß are real and of class C° on Sc. a>0 on Sc.

(8.2) a, ß have continuous, bounded first partial derivatives on S.

Following our work on ¿»-regular functions we introduce for simplicity of

argument

Definition 4. The function F = u+iv is (a, /3)-regular on S if it is of class

C on S, and if

(8.3) aUX   +   ßUy    =    Vy, —    ßUX   +   aUy    =     ~    VX

on S. If F = u+iv is (a, ß)-regular on S, then F' is defined as

X ia112
F' = a1'2 -j—r (ux - iuy) = -,—¡- (vx - ivy),

Ix| |x|

where x = a- — iß-

The case ß = 0 is the case of /»-regular functions considered in GD.

We take m = 2 and write

a2 + ß2 ß 1

(8.4) pu =-j pu = pu =-; pu = — •
a a a

These functions satisfy (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and, in addition, satisfy

pupn — pn= I (on S°).

We consider with the equations (8.3) the equations

* *
(8.5) PjkUx   =   Vjy, pjkUy   =    —   Vjx.

The results of Part I are applicable to (8.5). We observe that F = u+iv is

(a, ß)-regular in 5 if and only if u1=u, u2 = v, Vi = v, v2= —u is a solution of

(8.5) of class C on 5.
9. Functions in £. As is the case of /»-regular mapping, our results for

equations (1.5) depend upon properties of functions ££. In this connection

we establish

Theorem 10. (a) Let {u'}E<P- Put

Q1 = ",—ttt; [p^ü* + P™ü* + (- l)'iû*] (z £ S),
(Pu)1'2

2    12 2 3     k

Q = zQQ  = z pjkü^ü* (z E S).

Then Q', <3££ with
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(9.1) qí = - ^Q1' - (- ifo[¿(j*y] <* € S),

(9.2) Q« = z[qIq2 + q'qI] = - z2pjHVu'-Vuk (z £ 5).

(b) Let F = u+iv be (a, ß)-regular in S. Put G=\u+iv. Then G and

F'££ with

*•-»* "'''-j^y'-^b-d;)'1"]   ues)-
If for m arbitrary we define Q hy Q = z2pjkü*ü%vfe can obtain Q* = —z2pjk*Vu'

■Vuk, under (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), provided [u')E<P. A difficulty in extending

this material to a generalized Plateau problem of m dimensions lies in the

fact that generally Q does not belong to Vtf(S) [see Definition 5] as for the

case m — 2 with pupn — p\2 = l-

Proof, (a) Suppose first that pjkEC"(S). Denote by vi, v2 functions cor-

responding to ul, u2. Then u', v¡EC"(S), and we have

(9.3) vy ;

j pH*        i l r    2 ,.)'    !    2   n
Q*= -—-Q  + —— [V vi + (- 1) V u   ].

2pn (pu)112

From (8.5) for 7 = 1 we get

2 Plly
V vi = ——î;iv — pu

pu

( Plî\      1     ,      Pux ( pli\       1
1   -   1     Uy    4-VlX     +     Pul   -   1     UX.
\ Pu/x Pli \ Puly

From (8.5) we get also ux= — piiviy+puv2y, uv—pnVix —puVix, which gives

2   2 Plly       1 ( Pn\ pllx      1 / 7>12\
VU       =    -   Uy    —    pul   -   1      J>lv4-Ux+   Pill   -  )       Vlx.

Pu \pll/x pu \pll/y

Substituting in (9.3) we then get (9.1). Next, the first relation in (9.2) is

obtained directly from Q = z2Q1Q2 for the C" case. To get the second relation,

we proceed as follows:

2r y  * 2 k    y -,
Q* = z [pjk*u*u* + 2pjk(V u )ü*\

= z u* [pjk*u* + 2pjkV u ]

2   ' r *        0 * * -i
— z ü*[pjk*u* — 2pikxux — 2pjkyUy\

t   i k 1 i k
= — z ü*pjk*u* — — z pjk*Vu -Vu .

For the general case we can suppose that u'EC°(Sc). We then approxi-

mate  to  the pjk with  sequences  [pnjk\   satisfying pniipnii— plit = l,  Pnjk
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EC'iS), and (5.1), (5.2), (5.3). Determining ujn by

[un] £ <PC (Pnjk), un = u  on S*,

and denoting by i»„i, v„i the functions corresponding to u\, un, we then have

by the C" case

f  Q'n(z)dz = if f QÍ*dS
J £* J   J R

for every rectangle R lying with R* in S, where Qi is defined similarly to Q'.

Letting n—> °° we obtain (Theorem 8)

/^-<//.[-^-<-K'"(i>]]is'
As the integrand on the right here is continuous on 5, our result follows for

the general case for Q'. Similar reasoning is applicable for Q.

(h) The part relative to G results from GEC'(S), and differentiation.

To deal with F' we make use of the fact that u1 —u, u2 = v, Vi = v, Vi= —u is a

solution of (8.5) of class C on .S. For this solution, Q2 reduces to 2F'.

10. The class M. In GD we considered functions of class M on S. The

definition used is equivalent to the following.

Definition 5. A function W is of class M on 5 if it is of class £ on S, if

W* exists at each point of S and is continuous on S, and if there is a constant

M such that

| W*(z)\ ^ M\Wiz)\

for zES.

By means of the properties obtained in GD for functions in "M and

Theorem 10, certain properties of (a, ¡3)-regular functions are readily estab-

lished.

Theorem 11. Let F=u+iv be (a, ß)-regular on S. If F is not identically

zero [constant] on S, then for every t, 0<t<a, lj = xm+îz> [F'] has at most a

finite number of zeros on \z\ <t, each such zero having a determined multiplicity.

Proof. We have G = 0 only when F' = 0, and F' = 0 only when F=¡const.

Our conclusions then follow from Theorem 4 of GD and Theorem 10(b)

above.

Theorem 12. Let F be (a, ß)-regular in S, and of class C° on Sc. If F is

constant on an open arc of S*, then F is constant throughout Sc.

Proof. Write F = u+iv. Suppose u = uo, v = v0 on an open arc of S*. We

apply Theorem 5 [GD] to x(w— Uo)+i(o— v0).

Theorem 13. Let F=u+iv be (aß)-regular in S and of class C° on Sc,
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Let Z = X+iY be a constant such that F¿¿Z on S*. Then the number of zeros of

W = x(u— X)+i(v— Y) in S is finite. If N is the total number of these zeros,

each counted according to its multiplicity, then

(10.1) TV = — [A amp (F - Z))g>
2ir

where [A amp (F—Z)]s' is the variation of the amplitude of (F — Z) on S* in the

positive sense.

Proof. The first part of this theorem is a consequence of Theorem 11. Next

we can write

i r    x -1 f - zi
w-Tlx+W-z>[i + ——].

The second term in the brackets is continuous and less numerically than 1

on S*. Hence [A amp W]S'= [A amp (F-Z)]s\ This gives (10.1) (Lemma

4 [GD]).

Theorem 14. Let F be (a, ß)-regular and not constant on S. Let zo be a point

in S. Then there is a positive integer n = n(zo), and corresponding to each suffi-

ciently small positive number t, a positive number T=r(t) such that, if 0

< | Z — F(zo) | <t, then there are n and only n points in S satisfying 0 < | z —zo|

<t, F(z) =Z. The case n — l corresponds to the case F'(zo) 5^0.

Proof. This proof is word for word the same as the proof of Theorem 19

[GD], if in the latter we replace p by x and p2 by | x|2-

Theorem 15. Let {u1} £"P, and suppose that J[u'] < + <x>. If the analytic

function <£ corresponding to Q = z2pjkü*ü% in the sense of Lemma 1 has the form

3 z + z<">
$ = Bo + iY, B«-—>

n=i       z- *<">

where Bo, B\, B2, Bs are real constants, and z(1), z(2), z(3) are points on S*, then

either F = u1+iu2 is (a, ß)-regular on S, or F = ul—iu2 is (a, —ß)-regular on S.

Proof. The integral JJs\Q\dS is seen to be finite. Further, Q£2tf(S).
Suppose, if possible, that Qf^O on S. Then by Theorem 6 [GD], Q has at

most a simple zero on 5. But Q has a zero atz = 0 of multiplicity at least two.

Hence Q vanishes identically on S. In the notation of Theorem 10(a), we

then have Q1Q2 = 0 on S. We show that Ql or Q2 vanishes identically on S.

Suppose Ql^0. Then there is a point zo of S at which Q19i0. In the neighbor-

hood of zo, we then have Ç2 = 0. But Q2E'M(S). Hence, by Theorem 4 [GD],

Q2 = 0 on S. Now suppose that Q1=0 on 5. Then

1 2 2 1 2 2

PllUx   +    pllUx    =    Uy, pllUy   +    pllUy    =     —    U X.
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This gives
1,1 2 11 2

aux + ßuy = Uy,        — ßux + auy = — ux.

On the other hand, if Q2 = 0, we obtain

11 2 1 1 2
aux — ßUy = — Uy,        ßux + aUy = ux.

The theorem follows.

11. First mapping theorem for (1.5). We prove now

Theorem 16. The conclusions of Theorem 1 hold for the case S = D if h — a,

7= — ß and a, ß satisfy (8.1) and (8.2).

The proof of this theorem follows closely the proof of Theorem 1 [GD].

In the present case we use the Riemann mapping theorem for the analytic

case to eliminate the condition that T* is rectifiable, as assumed in GD.

We first prove two lemmas.

Lemma 3. Suppose that u, w are real, of class C on S, and satisfy

ff | Vu\2dS < + oo, ft    | Vw\2dS < + oo.

Let p, X be of class C on S and have bounded first partial derivatives on S.

For e real, f on S, put

M(«)(f) = M(fe¿«x(f))) w(«'(f) = w(fe¿'Mf))j

Jie) = ff i(r)v«w(r) • vw<"(r)¿s.

Then the derivative J'(0) exists and is given by

J'(Q) =  I \   \ P\-^-r~ - upwp)\t + piupwt + »fW,)\,
(11.1) JJsL   l   P J

— p^KVu-Vw \dS{.

This lemma is a generalization of Lemma 8 [GD].

Proof of Lemma 3. For 0<p<a, <j> arbitrary, write r=p, 6=<p+er\ipeie),

f=pe*'*, z=-rei}. Then M(<>(f) =«(«), w(d(f) = w(z), and

íGOv^GO-vw««-) = p(z)[Vu(z)-Vw(z)][l + ¿KM)]

+ [p(0 - piz)][Vuiz)-Vwiz)][l + eX,(s)]

4- *{p(f) [uewe/r2 — urwr]\t + p(Ç) [urwe + UeWr]\,,}

+ e2uewe | VX(f) \2p(Ç) = Ei + Ei + E3 + Et,
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say. We note that | E„\ ^A {\ Vu(z) \ 2+ \ Vw(z) \2}, where A does not depend

on e, 4>< P- Thus /(e) exists for e sufficiently small. Denoting the integrand on

the right in (11.1) by 7(f), we have 11(0 \^A\Vu(Ç)\\ Vw(f) | where A does
not depend on f. Accordingly, 7£„£(.S). For 0<t<a, e^O we have

7(e) - 7(0)      r c I      r '       r2* I ̂ - -En
-—- -      KfidsA ú    pdP       d-/(f)

e J  J s " 0 »^ 0       I     2 €
d<j>

/'       r2r i 4    E   )Pdpj      11 /(f) | 4- E -^ I d<p.

For t fixed, the integrand on the right in the first term converges boundedly

to 0 as e—K), on 0 < | f | <t. The superior limit of the second term is no larger

than

//,
{|/(r)|+^[|vM|2 + |vw|2]}asf,

«<lfl<a

where A is independent of t. The relation (11.1) then follows.

Lemma 4. Let {u^E'P, and suppose that 7[m']< + oo. Put Q=U+iV

= z2pjkü*ü%. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3 for X we have

i    k

c c r   /m«m«    / *\ ? *    i \ i   k~\
I   I     P'k\-' — ueui> I ̂ *   '   Pik(uPu$ + u^up)\p — pjicfiXVu -Vu   \dS

(11.2) JJsl      Vp2 ' J

1 r
= - lim — |       \Vds.

Proof of Lemma 4. Denote by 7(f) the integrand in the integral on the

left. Then IE-CJ.S), and the lemma will be proved if we can show that

(11.3) f f      I(C)dS( =-f      \Vds, (0 < t < a).
J J if«« l J in=f

Suppose first that pjkEC"(S). We calculate U, V to obtain
2      î    k i '   k      2 2        î k ii

U = pjkr (urur — UeUe/r ),        V = — p¡kr Vu -Vu (0 < | z | < a).

Now

Q*=~r~\Ur~~r~Ve+ *\     U" + Fr)]

=   - Z2    — (pjkr-   t— JVWVUk\ (0 < I z\ < a),

whence
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(11.4) — U, + VT = rpik,Vu'-Vuk (0 < | z | < a).
r

Thus

f f      IdSr =   f f       \-X,-X, - pj^Wui-VuA dSt
J J icKi J J ifKiL      p2 p J

--±f   >I J \t\-t
XVds

+ f f      \— +VP- pp^Vu'-Vu^ — dS¡.
J J ifKiL p A p

From (11.4) we then obtain (11.3) for the C" case. By approximation, (11.3)

then follows for the C case. This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 16. We can suppose that the z(n) [ZM ] are arranged in

positive order on 5*[7*], with z^=aew(n), O^0(1) <0C2) <0(3> <2x. We put

0<4> = 0<1>+27r. By the Riemann mapping theorem for the analytic case there

exists a function to=ü}l+iw2 which is analytic in S, continuous on Sc, and

which maps Sc onto Tc in a 1:1 manner with S, S*, z(n) corresponding to

T, T*, Z(n). For w we have in particular the following three properties:

(11.5) w(aeit(n)) = Z<"> (n = 1, 2, 3),

(11.6) f f  | V^^dS =  f f | Vw2!2^ = meas (7) < + »,

(11.7) [A amp (a» - Z) ]s* = 2x if Z £ T, 0 if Z £ comp 7C.

We denote by A the class of functions b(6) having the following properties:

(11.8) è(0(n)) - 0<n) (n = 1, 2, 3,4),

(11.9) ¿>(0 + 2v) = ft(0) + 2x (all 0),

(11.10) b(6) is continuous and nondecreasing on (—»,+»).

Let Z»£A. Corresponding to b there are functions w1, u2 satisfying

(11.11) {«''} £ 9*,    and    u'iae") = u^ae*™) (all 0).

We put 7?[&] = /[«>]. The proof of our theorem depends upon minimizing i?

in A.

We observe first that the lower bound R0 for R[b] for Z»£A is finite. In-

deed, we need only take b(6) =6. For the corresponding u1, u2 we have

J[u'} g /[«>] = A*ff {¡Vœ1\2 + \ Vw2\2}dS = 2^2 meas 7 < + ».
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We observe next that there exists a member & of A for which R [b ] = Ro-

In fact, using Helly's theorem we can select a convergent sequence {&„} of

members of A such that

£[&.]< + »,       R[bn]-*Ro.

Put 6(0)= lim bn(0). Then b(d) satisfies (11.8), (11.9), and (11.10), except
possibly for the continuity condition. Using Fatou's theorem and Theorem 7

we get

/» 2îr y»ddi I
o «7 o

r2* I w(aeac»i>) - w(ae*^>) \2 8tt
J\ ^ — Ro < + °°.

sin2 |(0i-02) Ax

Should b have a discontinuity at 0o, say, then at 0o, b would have left-hand

and right-hand limits Z>_ and b+ satisfying 0<b+ — b^<2ir. It would then

follow that the integral on the left in (11.12) would have the value +»,

contrary to (11.12). We thus have ¿>£A. By Theorem 5 and Fatou's lemma

we have also R [b ] = lim R [bn ] = R0. Accordingly, R [b ] = R0.

Now fix b such that 6£A, R[b] =Ro, and denote by w1, w2 the functions

determined by b. Fix A so that

0 < A < — min (a,  \ z^ - z<2> |,  | z™ - z<3> |,  | 8<« - s<3> \ ).

Fix \]/(x) as a real function of class C on Q^x< + » such that yp(x) =0 for

0=*aA, ^(*)«1 for 3h^x. Put*(n)(z) =l-^(|z-z<">| ). Then ¥<»> is of

class C in the plane. Put

Q = U + iV = zpiku*ü*,       Bn = lim   |       ■$in)Vdst.
t-*a   J |¡-|=¡

Then B„ is real. Let z0 (fixed for the moment) be such that |zo| <A. Put

/z + Zo\      ,    , 3 /z(n) + *\
X(s) = X(z, z„) = %{--W(   z   ) - E *M(z)<K(—-).

\ z - Zo / 1 \z(n)  - Zol

Then X is the class C in the plane and vanishes at z = z(-n). Put bM(6)

= b(6+e\(aeie)). For e sufficiently small, |e| <e0, say, &(e) satisfies (11.8),

(11.9), (11.10). Put*"*>(r) -«»(f«**"'). M2(e)(f) =M2(feieX(f>), for |e| <e0. From

it[&]=ic0, i?0^7v[ô<e>], and Theorem 6 we get j[u^]^R[b^]^R[b]

= J[u']. It follows that the derivative [dj[u'(t)]/de]e=,0, if it exists, must

be zero. From J[u'\ < + », and Lemma 3 we find that this derivative exists

and is given by the left-hand member of (11.2). We infer then from Lemma 4

that

-(   »
t J in—*

lim — I        Wds = 0.
!->a    t  J |f| =
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This gives

1    r /f 4-zo\ -A /z(n) + z0\
lim— I       ^{±2L-L)vi!)dst = £JMU -, . ).
t-*a   2T/J[f|_i     Vf-*/ 1 \Z(n)   -   */

If, then, <£ denotes the analytic function corresponding to Q in the sense of

Lemma 1, we have

» /2(n)   _|_   g V

*(*) =5„+¿E^» (—-)

where So, 5i, 32, Bz are real constants. This result holds for |*| <h. By

analyticity we then have

3         /z(n) + z\
*(*) -B,+ *£*.(---)

1        \z(n) — z/

for z unrestricted. Applying Theorem 15, we then find that either F = u1+iu2

is (a, ß)-regular in S, or F = u1—iu2 is (a, —/3)-regular in 5. These functions

Eels*). Let Zo = Xo+iYobe apointnot on T*. Then F?¿Zoand F9¿Z0on S*.
Let N(Zo) he the number of zeros of xiu1 — Xo)+i(u2 — F0) or of x(ul — Xo)

— i(u2— Yo) on 5, according as to whether F is (a, /3)-regular or F is (a, —13)-

regular on 5. We have

(11.13) [A amp (F - Z0) ]s' =  [A amp (w - Z0) ]s*,

(11.14) [A amp (F - Z0) ]g> = - [A amp (« - Z0) Ja».

Suppose, if possible, that F is (a, — ß)-regular on S. From (11.14) and

Theorem 13 we get, if Z0£7, iV(Zo) = — 1. It follows that F is (a, /3)-regular

on S. From (11.13) we have also 7V(Z0)=1 if Z0£F, and 7V(Z0)=0 if Z0

£comp 7C, for F.

We may summarize our results for F so far as follows:

(11.15) F = u1 + iu2 is (a, ^-regular in 5. F £ C0(SC).

(11.16) F(fle") = <o(ô(0)), all 0. 7(5) C T°.

(11.17) Every pointof Fis the image of exactly one point on Sunder Z = F(z).

(11.18) Fiz^) = ZW (ft = 1, 2, 3).

Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 1 [GD] with Theorems 12 and 14

replacing Theorems 17 [GD] and 19 [GD], we get F(S)CT, FVO on S,

and the result that Z = F(z) maps S* onto T* in a 1:1 manner. Taking u = ul,

v = u2, and noting that uxvv — UyVx=a\Vu1\2=\F'\2>0, we get the conclu-

sions of our theorem.

12. Lightening of conditions. As our final result on equations (1.5) spe-

cifically we obtain Theorem I for the special case D = S, 8= a, 7= —ß. This
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result depends upon a theorem of Morrey [10, p. 136].

Theorem II. The conclusions of Theorem I hold if D = S, h = a, y= — ß.

It is convenient to first prove

Lemma 5. Let the functions F = u+iv, Fn = un+ivn, a, ß, a„, ßn

(n = l, 2, ■ • ■ ) satisfy the following conditions.

(12.1) a, ß, an, ßn satisfy (8.1) and (8.2).

(12.2) an—Hx, ßn—>ß uniformly on Sc.

(12.3) anx-^ax, any-^av, ßnx—*ßx, ßny^-ßy boundedly on S.

(12.4) Fn is (ctn, ßn)-regular on S and continuous on Sc.

(12.5) Fn-^F on Sc, the convergence being uniform on S*.

Then Fis (a, ß)-regular on S.

Proof of Lemma 5. Define pnjk in terms of an, ßn by (8.4). Put u\ = un,

ul = vn, v„i = v„, vn2=—un. Then u\, un, vnU vn2 satisfy pnjku\x = vniy, pnjku\v

= —Vnjx on S. Determine u1, u2 by [u'\ £'PC, u)=u on S*, u2 = v on S*. Then

by Theorem 5 we have un-^u', ui^-^ui, unv—>Uy on 5. From vnx = vn, un2= —un,

we then get vniv-^u2y, vniy—> — u\. Thus piku\ = u\, piku\= —u\ on 5. On the

other hand, as a consequence of (12.5) and un-^>u' we get u = u1, v = u2. We

then have «, dGC1 on 5 and

a2 + ß2 ß ß 1
—-Ux-Vx = vv,-ux 4-Vx = — Uy        (on S).

a a a a

These give aux+ßuy = vy, —ßux+auy= —vx; and the lemma follows.

Proof of Theorem II. Let t be fixed, 0 <t<a. Select arbitrarily a sequence

of numbers 0<ai<a2< ■ • • , an—>1. Put a„(z) = a(anz), ßn(z)=ß(anz). Then

an, ßn satisfy (8.1) and (8.2) for each n. Denote by un, vn the mapping func-

tions determined by Theorem 16. Then the members of the family of trans-

formations rn: X = un(x, y), Y=vn(x, y) have the following properties: (i) Tn

carries the Jordan domain S, plus boundary S*, in a 1:1 and continuous

manner into the Jordan domain T, plus boundary T*, with S, S*, z(m)

(m = l, 2, 3) corresponding to T, T*, Z(m); (ii) T„ is of class C on S; (iii)

| Vun\ 2+\ Vvn\ 2^A(unxvny — unyVnx) on S, where A does not depend on n or z.

It follows then [10, p. 136] that the u„, vn are equicontinuous on Sc, and that

if x= Un(X, Y), y= Vn(X, Y) denote the inverse of r„, then the Un, Vn are

equicontinuous on Tc. As the sequences un, vn, Un, Vn are uniformly bounded

on Sc and Tc, there results that we can select integers h<li< ■ ■ ■ such that

{«¡„}, {vi„}, {^î„}i { F¡n} are uniformly convergent on 5e, 7e. Put m = lim Min,

z» = lim vin. We see that X = u(x, y), Y = v(x, y) is a 1:1 and continuous map-

ping of 5C into Tc with 5, S*, z(m) corresponding to T, T*, Z(m). Further if t is

fixed, 0</<a, then«, ß, an, ßn, Fn = un+iv„, F = u+iv satisfy the conditions of

Lemma 5 relative to |z| ^t. It follows that Fis (a, j3)-regular in |z| <t, and
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accordingly in S. From uxvy — uyvx = a(ul+ul) we get uxVy — UyVx^Ç>. By Theo-

rem 14, the equality cannot hold. Theorem II is then proved.

Part III

13. Mapping for (1.6). In this part we consider the equations (1.6) and

(1.1). Basing our proof on the work of Morrey, we first establish the following

theorem for the equations (1.6).

Theorem III. The conclusions of Theorem I hold for the case T = S, and

ß = y,a5-ß2=l onD.

Proof. Under our hypotheses, the functions a, ß, 5 are bounded and

measurable on 77. From 0<a and ab— ß2 = l it follows from the work of

Morrey [10, in particular Theorem 3, p. 141 and Theorem 4, p. 143] that

there exists a pair of functions u(x, y), v(x, y) for which the following are true:

(13.1) The transformation V: X = u(x, y), Y — v(x, y) carries Dc into Sc

in a 1:1 manner, with D, D*, z(n) corresponding to S, S*, Z(n).

(13.2) u, v are A.C.T. on D, and | Vu\2, | Vv\2 are integrable /^over closed

subsets of D.

(13.3) U, V, where x= U(X, Y), y= V(X, Y) is the inverse T"1 of T,

are A.C.T. on S.

(13.4) UxVy - UyVx ^ 0 p.p. on S.

(13.5) If A is a measurable subset of S, then T_1(A) is measurable and

meas r-»(A) =ffà(UxVY- UYVx)dS.
(13.6) If 0<t<a, then there corresponds to t positive numbers A =A(t),

T=r(t) suchthat \U(Z)-U(Z0)\ èA\Z-Z0\r, | V(Z)-V(Z0)\ ^A\Z-Z0\T

for |Z|, |Zo| =¿.

(13.7) If w(x, y) is A.C.T. on D, \ Vw\ 2EJ^ on measurable subsets of D,

and if W=w(U, V), then IF is A.C.T. on S and

Wx — WxUx + WyVx,        Wy = wxUy + wvVy       (p.p. on S).

(13.8) aux + ßUy = Vy,       ßux + huv = — vx (p.p. on D).

We prove on the basis of our assumptions on a, ß, S, and the properties

enumerated above for u, v, U, V that u, vEC'(D) and that uxvy — uvvx>0 on D.

These with (13.1) and (13.8) will complete the proof.

Taking w = u(x, y) andw = v(x, y),and applying (13.2), (13.4), (13.7), and

(13.8), we get

(13.9) pUx + qUY = Vy, - qUx + pUY = - Vx

p.p. in S, where p(X, Y) = l/ot(U, V), q =ß/ot. From (13.9) we obtain

(13.10) pikUx = Vjy,       pjkUY = - Vjx (p.p. onZ7),
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where U1 = U, U2=V, VX=V, V,= -U and

p2 + q2 q 1
(13.11) pu = - = 5,    pu = p2i =-= — ß,     pu = — = a.

7> P P

The functions £/, F are A.C.T. on 5 [(13.3)]. In addition, since a, ß, 5

EC(S), the pik are A.C.T. on 5 [(13.7) and (13.11)]. Thus, from (13.10)
and pup22 — p\2 = l on S we see that U', V¡ satisfy the conditions of Theorem 9,

except possibly for (7.4). To show that (7.4) holds, let t he fixed, 0<f<a.

Put St = a(t, 0). On the closed subset T-1^) of D, we have |Va|2, \vß\2,

|VS|2, a, b^A where A is independent of z. Using (13.7), (13.9), and (13.11),

we obtain

| Vpn \2 g | V5 \2( | VU \2 + | VV |2) = | VÔ \2(a + 5)(UxVY ~ UYVX)

á A(UxVY - UyVx)

p.p. in S¡, where A does not depend on Z. This with (13.5) gives for Z0 on Sc,

Iff \vpn\dS\2 SAh2 f f \vpu\2dS

^ Ah2 f f (UxVy - UYVx)dS
J J <nh,z„)-sf

^ Ah2 meas T_1 [(<r(h, Z0) -5«)],

where A does not depend on A or Z0. Now, by (13.6), we have

meas T   (c(h, Z0) -St) ^ Ah

where r=r(t), and A is independent of Z0, |Z0| =/. We find then

(13.12) ff | Vpn\ dS = 4A1+T ( | Z01 ̂  /, 0 < A),

where yl does not depend on A or Z0. In similar manner we find that pu, pu

satisfy (13.12). Thus (7.4) is satisfied. It then follows from Theorem 9 that

U, VEC on S. But now with U, F£C on S, we have p, qEC'(S). Hence

using Theorem 14 and (13.9) we find that UxVy— UyVx>0 on S. We con-

clude that u, vEC(D) and uxvy — uyvx>0 in D, which completes the proof.

14. Proof of Theorem I. On the basis of Theorems II and III, we can

prove Theorem I without difficulty. Under the hypotheses of Theorem I, put

JK> [a5-(/3+7)2/4]1'2. Let f(1), f(2), f(3) be distinct points on S*, similar in

order to z(l), z(2), z(3) on D*. We first consider the equations

a ß+y ß+y 8

(14.1) €< + _^£, = „y, __^ + _£!/= -^
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The coefficients in these equations satisfy the conditions prescribed in Theo-

rem III in D. Hence there is a mapping |=£(x, y), r¡=r¡(x, y), with inverse

x = x(^, r¡), y = y(£, r)), of D" into Sc, satisfying the conclusions of that theorem

with reference to f(1), fC2), f(3) and the equations (14.1). We next consider the

equations

ß - y y - ß
(14.2) KXè + —^— X, = F„ —j- X( + KXn = - Y(

where the coefficients are evaluated at x = x(¡-, r¡), y=y(%, n). The coefficients

here satisfy the conditions prescribed in Theorem II in S. Let X = X(¡-, rj),

Y= F(£, n) he a mapping from Sc into Tc satisfying the conclusions of

Theorem II with reference to f(1), f(2), f(3), and the equations (14.2). We find

then that

u(x, y) = X(£(x, y), r¡(x, y)),        v(x, y) = F(£, r¡)

give the mapping whose existence was asserted in Theorem I.
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